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1 Introduction - SonarWiz Heave Compensation 

This document helps any SonarWiz user understand the options with regard to 

recording and using motion sensor data to apply heave compensation to their sub-

bottom data files. The option of recording motion sensor data in TSS01 format is 

described first, followed by the ways in which the heave data may be applied, and used 

in file export. 

1.1 References 

1. SonarWiz User Guide PDF - 5.06.0035 or any later version 

2. Teledyne TSS DMS05 Information and Manual 

 http://www.teledyne-tss.com/pdf/2012/T.TSS-DMS.pdf 

 http://www.tss-international.com/manuals/402225-DMS-3-xx-Series-Manual 

  

3. SMC IMU-108 Manual 

 http://www.shipmotion.se/files/SMC%20IMU%20User%20Guide%20v22.pdf 

4. OCTANS PDF: http://www.ixsea.com/pdf/br-octans-2013-06-web.pdf 

5. Applanix POSMV Wavemaster ($PASHR format) reference: 

 www.applanix.com/media/downloads/products/specs/posmvwavemaster_specifications.pdf 

http://www.teledyne-tss.com/pdf/2012/T.TSS-DMS.pdf
http://www.tss-international.com/manuals/402225-DMS-3-xx-Series-Manual
http://www.shipmotion.se/files/SMC%20IMU%20User%20Guide%20v22.pdf
http://www.ixsea.com/pdf/br-octans-2013-06-web.pdf
http://www.applanix.com/media/downloads/products/specs/posmvwavemaster_specifications.pdf
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2 SonarWiz Heave Sensor input 

Motion sensor input is described in the SonarWiz 5 User Guide as being compatible 

with any of 4 types of message input(as of release version 5.06.0063), 

 

as described in ref(1), section 5.6.2: 

 

TSS01 format (supports HEAVE compensation) 

NMEA-0183 Heading VTG sentence format (only provides heading) 

OCTANS Benthos format (supports HEAVE compensation) 

$PASHR Format (supported in 5.06.0063 and later releases) 

 

2.1 TSS01 Message Format example 

Here are some products that offer motion-sensing and support TSS-format message-

type for sending the data via a serial connection:  

See http://www.teledyne-tss.com/commercial/motion.php 

 

http://www.teledyne-tss.com/commercial/motion.php
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The original TSS UK company created a document for their TSS motion-sensor and 

described the original TSS sentence format for serial communication in this document: 

TSS sensor, section 3 - Operating Instructions, pp. 3-1 - 3-22 (22 pp. total). 

Operations Summary: 

1. Select and configure heave bandwidth - e.g. the period of time over which heave data 

are integrated, with these selections: 
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2. Calibrate the analog output values in the range -10v = +10v. In this step, you assign a 

floating point value such as -10000.0 for -10v, and +10000.00 for +10v, so that you 

know the numeric correspondence between the numbers and the voltages output.  

3. Configure Data OFFSET and SCALING - so that you know what output numbers will 

show at corresponding voltages. Numeric data are ACCELERATION in (m/s2 ).  

4. Select MESSAGE FORMAT - 3 choices - TSS1,  TSS8, TSKA (Note that SonarWiz 5 

only supports the non-polled TSS1 format).  Section 3.3.2 of this example Operating 

Manual chapter from TSS UK says: 
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Sample data example: 
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2.1.1 Meaning of Status Flag Q values u and U 

 

So CAPITAL U means you are collecting good data. In a file or incoming data stream of 

TSS01 data, the only really meaningful data extracted is the heave data, which is 

processed in SonarWiz 5. You can save the raw TSS01 messages, including the 

vertical acceleration, roll, and pitch data, but at this time only the heave data would be 

used.  

2.2 VTG Message Format Example - not for HEAVE sensing 

We simply note this message format here because it is listed as an input format in the 

SonarWiz dialog. This message type can be sent in as a MOTION SENSOR input 

format, but it does not support HEAVE data.  

VTG Track Made Good and Ground Speed  
$--VTG,x.x,T,x.x,M,x.x,N,x.x,K*hh  

1) Track Degrees  

2) T = True  

3) Track Degrees  

4) M = Magnetic  

5) Speed Knots  

6) N = Knots  

7) Speed Kilometers Per Hour  

8) K = Kilometres Per Hour  

9) Checksum  

The NMEA 0183 Protocol 17 

2.3 OCTANS Benthos - HEAVE Message Format example 

<No example available yet>. 
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2.4 Novatel $PASHR Format - HEAVE Message Format example 

 

An example vendor unit which supports $PASHR output format is the Applanix POSMV 

Wavemaster.  

Sample data: 
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2.5 Heave Data Rate (Sentence Input Rate - e.g. sentences/second) 

We recommend a sentence-input rate (data rate) of 1hz - 10hz for SonarWiz 5, so that 

serial data flow is managed and does not overwhelm your PC. This will give you good 

update rate, and a faster rate seems unnecessary. The reason is that you will be 

integrating the heave data over a period of 8-12 secs typically anyway, before sending 

each sentence, based on vessel size and heave expectations.  

2.5.1 Example 1: Teledyne TSS DMS-05 DATA RATE Choices 

The Teledyne TSS DMS05, for example, has a DATA RATE default setting of 40 hz, 

with options to set the rate between 0.1 hz and 50 hz.  

 

We recommend overriding the factory default setting to select a value between 1 hz 

and10 hz.  

2.5.2 Example 2: SMC IMU-108 - Data Update Frequency 

This hardware has a default sentence rate (data update frequency) of 100 hz, with 

options to send in the range of 1 hz - 100 hz: 

 

We recommend overriding the factory default setting to select a value between 1 hz 

and10 hz.  
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2.6 Heave Bandwidth / Integration Period Choices 

2.6.1 Example 1 - Teledyne TSS DMS05 Settings - Heave Bandwidth 

If your motion sensor allows selection of a heave integration period,  such as the 

Teledyne TSS DMS-series sensors (e.g. DMS 05), here is a guideline they suggest for 

choosing your integration rate.  See section 3.2.1.2 in the Teledyne TSS DMS-05 

operating manual for a description of how to set this, and how to decide on a value. 

Their suggestion is: 

 

2.6.2 Example 2: SMC IMU-108 Settings - Kalman Filters 

The SMC IMU-108 has Kalman filters which perform the same function of data 

integration, as the "heave bandwidth" setting in the DMS05 from Teledyne TSS. with a 

default setting of 100, which should support heave integration in the range of 1 sec - 26 

secs. You are advised to discuss any non-default setting with SMC tech support, to 

configure the Kalman filters best for your vessel length. 

3 Heave Sensor File Output 

SonarWiz 5 User Guide section 4.2.6 describes the ability to save a copy of the heave 

sensor input recorded, in a separate file, which includes a view of the raw data 

message: 
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Note that these data may be used with NavInjectorPro later, should you decide to inject 

a raw sonar file (e.g. JSF, SDF, SEG, or XTF) or the processed file (CSF) with original, 

or modified heave values. CSV format files lend themselves easily to import via EXCEL, 

then data modification to scale or re-calibrate values, should you want to make any 

change like that in post-processing, then re-inject the sonar file.  
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3.1.1 Sensor File Output Folder - SENSORS 

To find your output motion sensor file, look in the SENSORS folder of your project. This 

is the same folder where the NAVIGATION dialog would save a fornammted navigation 

(extension FNV) file. Fir motion sensors, the same "date" filename is used, but the file 

extension is "IMU": 

 

3.1.2 Example IMU heave-data file - TSS01 format 

Here's an example IMU file saved during a sample recording session, in which 

simulated TSS01-format motion-sensor data was streaming into SonarWiz 5 (vertical 

acceleration, roll, pitch all zero). 
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The date, time, latitude and longitude columns precede the TSS01-format columns, and 

the heave data coded in centimeters, is shown in yellow, followed by roll and pitch 

columns. U indicated reliable data being recorded, e.g. 0080U means 80cm = 0.8m 

heave at that moment.  

4 Post-Processing your HEAVE Data 

4.1 HEAVE Import - SEG Files example 

In SonarWiz 5 SEG file import, under File Type Specific Options, you can control where 

the HEAVE data are read from, in the trace header bytes. See the SEISEE-SEG tutorial 

PDF  (available on www.chestech-support.com) to view your SEG file trace header 

bytes, and confirm that you have valid HEAVE data stored in your SEG file.  

www.chestech-support.com
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When you have imported HEAVE data, it will show in the "info at cursor" displays in 

DIgitizerView and BottomTrack, when viewing your SEG file. 
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4.2 Verifying your HEAVE data 

4.2.1 Seeing the Numbers in a CSV File 

You can view the imported  HEAVE values after a file has imported, by selecting 

TOOLS -> CSF -> Convert CSF File to CSV ... 

 

This creates a CSV (comma-separated-value) version of the CSF file, in the CSF folder 

of your project. The AH (Heave title)  COLUMN in that CSV file, easily viewed in 

NOTEPAD or EXCEL, contains the HEAVE numbers.  

 

Above, you see that HEAVE is expressed in METERS in the CSV file, so 1.2 means 

120cm = 1.2 m. 
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4.2.2 Seeing HEAVE Values in the INFORMATION window 

 

4.3 Applying HEAVE compensation to your data 

4.3.1 Numeric Coding of HEAVE Values 

Our developers tell us, that when a HEAVE value is recorded during SonarWiz 5 real-

time acquisition, and written to a SEG file, SonarWiz writes the heave value in bytes 

181-182 of the trace header as centimeters X 10.  When the heave values are extracted 

from the header (e.g. by SMT) they should be divided by 10 to get back to centimeters. 

4.3.1.1 Numeric Example 1 

Input TSS01 data are integer values and are scaled as cm ... so 10 = 10cm.  
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Numeric Example 1 

In this example, the SB project using NI Analog SB server is not recording yet, but the 

MOTION SENSOR is set up to receive TSS01 messages on COM5, and the data sent 

in (first column) = 0060 meaning 60cm = 0.6 meters. The System Information real-time 

window display of Motion Sensor Heave shows 0.6m as the amplitude of the heave, 

when the number 0060 is sent in.  

4.3.1.2 Numeric Example 2 

HEAVE will be presented in cm, whereas Motion Sensor Heave will present in meters: 
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In order for this numeric correspondence to occur, you need to CALIBRATE your heave 

sensor before recording data, and SCALE the data, to create 0001 = 1cm 

representation between the number (0001) and the meaning (1cm), unless it's already 

scaled that way.  See your manufacturer's OPERATING MANUAL for your motion 

sensor unit, to CALIBRATE and SCALE your output data numbers accordingly. 

Examples of the calibration and scaling are referenced from the TSS UK operating 

manual section 3, above. Your motion sensor unit may have similar procedure options.  

4.3.1.3 Example3: The SMC IMU-108 Numeric Values 

This operating manual describes their numeric coding like this, for TSS1-format 

sentences sent to the serial port. The default setting is 0.01m = 0001, exactly as 

SonarWiz 5 is expecting it. Here's an example TSS01 file coded this way that works: 
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So a number like 0023 means heave = 23cm, and a number like -0045 means heave = -

45 cm.  
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4.4 How to apply HEAVE compensation 

 

If the HEAVE data do not seem to apply the correct compensation, work on the 

CALIBRATION and SCALING steps for your input numbers from the MOTION 

SENSOR. 

4.5 Post-processing Sequence - Bottom-tracking, Heave Comp, Reflectors 

An issue was seen in 5.08.0010 software which was corrected in 5.08.0011 and 
subsequent versions, such that a recommended sequence was corrected: 
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When using heave compensation in conjunction with bottom-tracking, reflectors, and 
thickness computations, the recommended sequence is as follows (versions 5.08.0010 
and earlier versions): 
 
1) With heave compensation off, track the seafloor using the bottom tracking tab. 
2) Then apply heave compensation. 
3) Convert the bottom trace to a reflector. 
4) Next apply a swell filter if you are going to do it 
5) Next apply smoothing if you are going to do it 
6) Digitize any other horizons of interest. 
7) Compute thickness of selected horizons. 
 

In 5.08.0011 and later versions, you can do heave-correction first, but either sequence if 

(1) (2) or (2) (1) should work: 

1) First apply heave compensation. 
2) Then track the seafloor using the bottom tracking tab. 
3) Convert the bottom trace to a reflector. 
4) Next apply a swell filter if you are going to do it 
5) Next apply smoothing if you are going to do it 
6) Digitize any other horizons of interest. 
7) Compute thickness of selected horizons. 
 
 

4.6 HEAVE Compensation Adjustments 

After a real-time acquisition has occurred, there are three ways to adjust your HEAVE 

data:  

4.6.1 SEG Import Adjustments - new in 5.08.0003 version 

New in SonarWiz 5.08.0003 is the ability to apply a numerical scaling factor, of negative 

or positive sign, to apply an adjustment factor to your heave compensation data, during 

the SEG file import process: 
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You can use this to increase or decrease the heave data amplitude, or correct its 

polarity.  

4.6.2 NavInjectorPro Adjustment of Heave Data 

Using NavIjectorPro, the HEAVE data in a CSF, SEG or XTF file may be re-injected. 

See the NavInjectorPro.PDF description of the FishHeaveCm field that may be injected. 

The field is shown there in Table 4 as injected in these locations: 
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Note that to inject motion sensor data like this, it will be applied in an existing file 

organized according to date, time-stamp of each ping record, so your 

AsciiTemplates.INI file would need a template for the injection, typically something like 

this in format: 

Date, Time, FishHeaveCm 

Your input change-data HEAVE file would need date/time stamps in successive records 

that completely overlap the dates/times in the original file being injected. Then 

NavInjectorPro would be able to apply the appropriate HEAVE setting to each ping-

record in the file.  

4.6.3 SEISEE Heave Data Replacement - column export/import 

You may also use SEISEE to perform easy and complete export and import of a single 

data column in the SEG trace header, to manage your SEG file HEAVE data in bytes 

189-190 of the trace header. Simply export the numbers, re-scale them if desired, 

change the polarity if desired (e.g. convert from negative to positive numbers) and re-

import.  

4.7 Export of HEAVE Compensated SEG-format Data 

The CSF-to-SEG export allows you to select heave-compensation as an option. You 

might do this, for example, if you needed SEG compensation in the original format file. 

You would import the SEG file, apply heave compensation, then select to apply heave 

compensation during Tools -> CSF -> CSF-to-SEG export conversion, like this: 
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4.7.1 Use Heave Compensation OR Datum Align - but not BOTH 

Special NOTE: Use Heave Compensation (yellow highlight) OR Datum Align (pink 

highlight), but NOT BOTH. The reason is that datum alignment incorporates heave 

compensation already. If you do BOTH heave compensation and datum alignment in 

this export dialog, you will basically be applying heave compensation TWICE, and 

putting a heave artifact right back into the exported SEG file.  

5 Software Changes Relevant to Heave Sensor Input / Output 

SonarWiz 5 Version History may be searched here: 

http://www.chestech-support.com/ctisupport/versionHistory.asp?p=swiz5 

Here are some relevant VERSION HISTORY notes re motion sensor HEAVE data: 

5.06.0021: 6. BUGFIX:SBP:MINOR -- Fixed the way that heave was stored in the SEGY 

files, and also the way it was recalled during playback. 

5.06.0018: 6. ENHANCEMENT:SSS:MINOR -- Add code to CSF-to-XTF utility to carry 

over speed, roll, pitch and heave if available in CSF. 

5.05.0016: 5. BUGIX:ALL:MINOR The motion sensor raw file was not being recorded to 

a standalone ASCII file. This is now fixed. 

http://www.chestech-support.com/ctisupport/versionHistory.asp?p=swiz5
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5.04.0001: 2. ENHANCEMENT:SSS:RT:MINOR. Store heave compensation values into 

XTF file. Previously only written for SEGY. 

6 Document History 

Rev 9, 1/11/2016 - Clarification added to section 4.7.1 about not doing both heave 

compensation, AND datum alignment, in the same CSF-to-SEG export operation.  

Rev 8, 3/18/2015 - New corporate graphics, logo, and tech documents format updates 

only.  

Rev 7, 2/12/2015 - SonarWiz 5 terminology converted to SonarWiz with the introduction 

of SonarWiz 6. 

Rev 6, 12/18/2014 Describes new SonarWiz 5 version 5.08.0003 heave scaling factor 

import adjustment options, in section 4.5.1 

Rev 5, 7/7/2014 New $PASHR format support described, added in SonarWiz 5 version 

5.06.0063. 

Rev 4, 12/31/2013 Specific examples of TSS01-input data presented in SYSTEM 

INFORMATION views of HEAVE and MOTION SENSOR HEAVE values in section 4 

provided.  

Rev 3, 12/20/2013 Clarification on Heave bandwidth (integration period) and sentence-

input-rate choices added in new section 2.4 for sentence rate, and section 2.5 for heave 

integration period control options.  

Rev 2, 12/19/2013 Clarification added about recent repairs made for presentation of 

HEAVE data in the SYSTEM OUTPUT window, as well as numeric calibration and 

scaling of your motion sensor data  (e.g. 6/6/2013 repair per PL3860, seen in this 

release 5.06.0021): 

5.06.0021  

6/7/2013 

3:04:11 

PM  

2. BUGFIX:RT:MINOR -- The formatted navigation file 

specified in the Navigation setup dialog was not being 

created. Fixed. This and the other raw auxiliary sensor data 

are now written into a project sub-folder named Sensors.  

 

3. ENHANCEMENT:RT:MINOR -- The raw sensor recorded 

files were being written into the XTF folder of the project. They 

have now been moved to the Sensors sub folder of the 
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project.  

 

6. BUGFIX:SBP:MINOR -- Fixed the way that heave was 

stored in the SEGY files, and also the way it was recalled 

during playback.  

 

Rev 1, 6/5/2013 - Original document created to explain TSS1 format and suggest ways 

the user can find their own OPERATING MANUAL for the device type they own, and 

calibrate the NUMBERS they generate in their TSS1 messages, to understand the 

corresponding HEAVE values. 

 


